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           Biography
    Born in Paris, France in 1911, named after her father Louis, who wanted a son.

                 1930’s studied math and philosophy, After death of mother, 1932 began studying art

    Moved to NYC, 1938, focused on printmaking. 1960’s experimented with latex, plastic

               and rubber. Traveled to Italy, worked with marble and bronze.

Started teaching in 1973, at various institutions in NYC. Started to show performance pieces.

1970’s became politically active as a socialist and feminist.

    



Joined the Fight Censorship Group                                                                           
--Defended the use of sexually explicit imagery 

Bourgeois had first retrospective in 1982 at MoMA                                                  
--Which was the first given to a female artist

She passed away in 2010.



                           

Bourgeois was originally associated with Surrealism due to her prints and 
sculptures.

-Surrealism--a 20th-century avant-garde movement in art and literature that sought to release the creative 
potential of the unconscious mind, for example by the irrational juxtaposition of images.

In New York, she focused on sculpture, crafting biomorphic forms of the body       
-- organ - like contours consisted of materials like resin, latex and cloth



  Fillette (1968)



                    Maman (1999)



The Destruction of the Father (1974)



Spiral Woman (2003)

"It is a twist. As a child, 
after washing tapestries 
in the river, I would turn 
and twist and ring them. 
. . Later I would dream of 

my father's mistress. I 
would do it in my 

dreams by ringing her 
neck. The spiral - I love 
the spiral - represents 
control and freedom."



             Femme Volage(1951)



The blind leading the blind(1947-49)
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